
CLEANING TOOLS AND TIPS

Just imagine: your orthodontist finally removes your braces and holds up the mirror to reveal perfectly straight teeth...filled 
with cavities! Don’t let this nightmare happen to you, clean your braces with care.

BREEZE SL™

Morning and evening hygiene tips
Cleaning with tooth brush :  Clean your teeth as 
usual with a toothbrush and tooth paste.  A more efficient 
alternative is to use an ultrasonic electrical tooth brush.  
An excellent choice would be the Philips Sonicare Easy 
Clean in combination with a plaque removing tooth paste 
like “Blend a med Pro Expert” or “3D-White Luxe”. This will 
help to remove plaque that accumulated on and around 
the teeth and also on the brackets...teeth and brackets will 
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Cleaning after eating
During eating food particles may get stuck in the slot of the bracket, or in the rails of 
the door or underneath the tie wings. Therefore it is necessary to rinse the teeth and the 
brackets with water after each meal.  To do so, just take a big sip of water and squeeze 
the water from the back of the mouth through the teeth to front. Then – with closed lips 
– move the water from left to right in the mouth. You may repeat this several times as 
needed.
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Cleaning with the oral irrigator:  Additionally we highly recommend the use of the oral irrigator similar 
to the Philips Sonycare AirFloss. This irrigator shoots a water-air mixture through the bracket slot and through 
the mechanism of the door. Plaque and food debris are  “blown” out. The use of a mouth wash “Elmex Sensi-
tive with Aminfluorid” instead of water additionally  helps to protect against Cervical caries and pain due to 
sensitivity. 



Take care when you drink
Generally you may drink everything you want.  You just should rinse with water after you drink       
strong staining liquids like coke, coffee, red wine etc. 
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Eating tips
All food that needs to be bitten or is hard like fruit, nuts, 
and bread should be chopped up before.  Otherwise 
these types of food might damage the bracket – parts 
of the bracket may break. 

Also never bite meat off 
a bone i.e. spare ribs, or 
chew on pencils, fingernails  
or tooth picks.

Additionally
Smoking and chewing tobacco can also stain aesthetic brackets, so it should be avoided in an 
effort to keep them clean and beautiful.
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